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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Platelet gel from cord blood: A novel tool for tissue engineering
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Abstract
Recent findings show that growth factors (GF) play a relevant role in regenerative medicine. Platelets (PLT) may be used
as ‘‘drug-stores’’ of GF that can be released upon activation by PLT granules. In this context, PLT gel (PG) from
peripheral blood is currently used to improve tissue healing in orthopedic, oral maxillofacial and dermatologic surgery.
Recent findings on multiple biological properties of human umbilical cord blood (CB) and its high level of viral safety
prompted us to investigate the characteristics of its PLTs and the possibility to produce PLT gel from cord blood.
Our study shows that CB PG releases high levels of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and platelet-derived growth
factor-BB (PDGF-BB), substantial amounts of fibroblast growth factor (FGF), hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) and
transforming growth factor-beta 1 (TGFbeta1), and minimal amounts of PDGF-AB. These findings suggest that CB PG
can be a preferable tool for tissue engineering applications where high levels of VEGF and PDGF may be desirable.
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Introduction

Umbilical cord blood (CB) is an important alterna-

tive source of hematopoietic stem cells for allogenic

transplantation in children and adults with cancer,

bone marrow failure syndromes, hemoglobinopathies

and many genetic metabolic disorders [1]. In the last

20 years several cord blood banks have been created

worldwide in order to collect and store related and

unrelated CB units for the treatment of hematolog-

ical disorders [2–4]. Today, there are more than 100

active CB banks with an inventory of more than

400,000 CB units that have generated more than

10,000 CB transplants all around the world [5].

Moreover, it has recently been shown that CB is also

a rich source of human mesenchymal stem cells

(MSC), which seem to have tissue regenerative and

immunosuppressive properties that could make

them an important candidate for cell therapy

approaches [6]. Finally, CB is toxoplasma, cytomeg-

alovirus free and less immunogenic than other

sources such as bone marrow and fat.

In spite of the consolidated use of CB in allogeneic

hematopoietic transplant, knowledge is limited on

the therapeutic potential of CB platelets (PLTs).

Conversely, PLTs from peripheral blood have been

deeply studied for their role in hemostasis [7] and

more recently for their clinical use for wound healing

in diabetic patients [8] and in bone repair [9].

These effects are largely due to growth factors

(GF) contained in the platelet granules –

platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), transforming

growth factor (TGF), basic fibroblast growth factor

(bFGF), vascular endothelial growth factor

(VEGF) – which have been shown to contribute to

tissue regeneration [10, 11].

GF release takes place during platelet activation,

which can be triggered by calcium gluconate and

human thrombin or – more recently – by batroxobin

derived from Bothrops atrox snake venom [12].

Similarly to thrombin, batroxobin promotes both

PLT degranulation and the coagulation cascade. The

process results in the formation of a gelatin like

product, called platelet gel (PG), in which PLTs are
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trapped within the fibrin network where they con-

tinue to secrete their contents and bioactive sub-

stances. The high safety profile of commercial

batroxobin has been shown in a number of clinical

trials in which batroxobin has been used for its

fibrinogenic effect [13–17].

Although PLT releasate in the form of activated

PG derived from adult peripheral blood has been

extensively used for topical therapy of various clinical

conditions, including wounds and soft-tissue inju-

ries, we are not aware of experimental observations

on PG from CB.

The aim of this study was to prepare, standardize

and characterize CB PG with a focus on the

evaluation of GF released by this new blood

component.

Methods

Sample collection

CB units were collected after parental informed

consent in plastic bags containing 29 mL of

citrate-phosphate-dextrose (CPD) anticoagulant by

trained midwives, before and after placenta delivery

in term natural deliveries and cesarean sections,

respectively, according to a procedure described in

detail elsewhere [18]. After storage at room temper-

ature (RT), the units were processed within 24� 2

hours of collection.

Platelet gel preparation for in vitro study

CB was transferred into centrifuge tubes, centrifuged

at 550� g for 10 min at RT and the top platelet-rich

plasma fraction (PRP) was collected. A complete

blood count was made on the PRP using an

automated hematology analyzer.

If nucleated cell (NC) count exceeded

1� 105/mL, the sample was centrifuged again at

100� g at RT for 10 min. The supernatant PRP was

collected and the pellet containing most nucleated

cells was discarded.

Then, the PRP was centrifuged at 2000� g for

15 min at RT and the PLT pellet was resuspended in

an adequate volume of supernatant platelet poor

plasma (PPP) to obtain a final concentration of

2� 106 PLTs/mL. Then, the PRP was left to stand for

30 min at RT and finally activated using calcium

gluconate and batroxobin (Plateltex-Act, Plateltex,

Bratislava, Slovakia). The Plateltex gel kit included a

vial of liophylized batroxobin that must be dissolved

in 1 mL of calcium gluconate (Monico, Italy) imme-

diately before use (PRP/activator ratio 9:1) [19].

Consolidation of the PG occurred in about

10 minutes.

The PG was centrifuged at 2000� g for 15 min at

RT to obtain a supernatant rich of growth factors

released by the activated PLTs. The PLT releasate

was filtered using a 0.22 mm cell strainer to remove

PLT debris and the amount of released GF was

measured. PPP was used as a growth factor-poor

control (blank, see below).

Growth factor detection

Commercially available enzyme-linked immunosor-

bent assay (ELISA) kits (Quantikine, R&D Systems,

Minneapolis, MN, USA) were used according to the

manufacturer’s instructions to quantify the concen-

trations of platelet-derived growth factor–AB

(PDGF-AB), transforming growth factor-beta 1

(TGFbeta1) and vascular endothelial growth factor

(VEGF). Six PLT releasates and corresponding

PPPs were collected from six individual CB unit

PG preparations and stored at –20�C until

evaluation.

Each well of the microplate was pre-coated with

target protein-specific antibodies. The standard and

sample solutions were added to the plate. After the

corresponding incubation time, the plate was washed

with a washing buffer and a solution of correspond-

ing polyclonal antibodies conjugated to horseradish

peroxidase was added. After incubation and washing,

the substrate solution was added to start the

enzyme-catalyzed reaction, which was stopped by

the addition of a stop solution.

The optical density of each sample was determined

using a microplate reader at 450 nm (Genios Plus,

TECAN, Salzburg, Austria). The PPP was also

tested as a blank and the value obtained was

subtracted form the amount of factor present in

PLT releasate. Standard dilutions of isolated GF

were used to create calibration curves.

Data were analysed using Magellan Software and

expressed as mean picograms of the secreted factors

per mL at the time of harvest.

Other factors were detected by a multiplexed

sandwich ELISA that allowed quantitative chemilu-

minescent measurement of four proteins per well

(PDGF-BB, VEGF, bFGF, hepatocyte growth factor

(HGF); their lower detection limits were 1.0; 4.9;

2.0; 3.1 pg/mL, respectively) (SearchLight proteome

array, Aushon Biosystems, Billerica, MA, USA).

Each well of the microplate was pre-spotted with

target protein-specific antibodies and 50mL of stan-

dards and samples were added to the plate for 1 hour

at RT with shaking at 200 rpm. After well washing to

remove unbound proteins, 50mL of biotinylated

antibodies were added to the plate for 30 min at

RT with shaking at 200 rpm. Excess biotynilated

antibody was washed away, and 50mL of streptavi-

din-horseradish peroxidase (SA-HRP) was added to

the plate for 30 min at RT with shaking at 200 rpm.

In order to identify the signal, we used

SuperSignal ELISA femto chemiluminescent sub-

strate (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA). The luminescent

signal was recorded within 10 min using a cooled
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CCD camera and the amount of each target protein

was analysed using Microsoft Excel 2000 as recom-

mended by the manufacturers. The PPP was also

tested as a blank and the value obtained was

subtracted from the amount of factor present in the

PLT releasate.

Platelet gel preparation for clinical applications

To facilitate CB PG storage and transportation in

aseptic conditions, we developed a simple procedure

in a closed system for clinical applications. CB units

of the same AB0 group were pooled in a 500 mL

transfer bag (JMS Corporation, Friedrichsdorf,

Germany) to achieve a volume of 200–250 mL, and

centrifuged at 840g for 4 minutes (RT). The PRP

was transferred into a new bag and a blood count was

made to determine the PLT count. The PRP was

centrifuged at 3122g for 15 min and the PLT pellet

was resuspended in an adequate volume of PPP to

obtain a final concentration of 2� 106 PLTs/mL.

Subsequently, PRP was left overnight at RT with

gentle agitation. The following day, the PRP was split

in 50 mL biobags and stored at �80�C for some

weeks before thawing and activation (Fresenius Kabi

AG, Hamburg, Germany). Activation was per-

formed using calcium gluconate and batroxobin

(Plateltex-Act) as reported above.

Statistical analysis

The data are presented as mean and standard

deviation (SD).

Results

Cord blood platelet gel production

A total of 40 CB PG were prepared. The PLT count

in CB units at collection was 202� 43� 103 per mL

(mean�SD).

Mixing PRP with batroxobin and calcium gluco-

nate solution to antagonize the anticoagulant effect of

citrate present in CB bags resulted in the activation

of the PLT concentrate and the development of a

viscous, thick and adhesive PG film (Figure 1A).

The system of PG preparation for in vitro studies

was easily reproducible in all the tested samples.

Similarly, CB PG production in a closed system in

view of clinical applications was successful in each

preparation (Figure 1B). From about 250 mL of cord

blood (same ABO group), 16–20 mL of CB PG were

obtained. Monitoring clot retraction after batroxobin

activation showed minimal retraction after

40 minutes and this did not increase within the

next 24 hours.

Evaluation of growth factors

The amount of growth factors was measured in six

individual PLT releasates of CB PGs. In particular,

concentrations of TGFbeta1 and PDGF-AB, which

were evaluated by ELISA in the CB PG releasate, are

reported in Table I. The levels of PDGF-BB, VEGF,

bFGF and HGF, which were determined with a

chemiluminescent quantitative measurement, are

reported in Table II.

Figure 1. (A) Cord blood platelet gel for in vitro study. (B) Cord

blood platelet gel for clinical applications.

Table II. PDGF-BB, HGF, bFGF and VEGF concentrations in

PPP and CB PG releasate. Growth factor concentration

measured by SearchLight assay (pg/mL; n¼ 6; mean�SD).

Growth factors

PDGF-BB HGF FGFb VEGF

PPP 323.6� 23 294� 20 2.1� 0.4 363.6� 42

PG releasate� 11083.9� 5443.8 610.7� 254 85.5� 21.4 1803.5� 788.5

*Value obtained by subtracting PPP from total CB PG releasate.

Table I. PDGF-AB and TGFbeta1 concentrations in PPP and

CB PG releasate. Growth factor concentration measured by

ELISA assay (pg/mL; n¼ 6; mean�SD)

Growth factors

PDGF-AB TGF beta 1

PPP 14.2� 2.4 830.6� 222.5

PG releasate� 41� 23.3 6865.6� 2668.5

*Value obtained by subtracting PPP from total CB PG releasate.
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Discussion

PLTs are non-nucleated cellular fragments that

release the contents of their intracellular granules in

response to activation. PLT secretory granules con-

tain growth factors, coagulation proteins,

cell-activating molecules and some other molecules,

which are synthesized in megakaryocytes and pack-

aged into the granules through vescicle-trafficking

processes [20]. Peripheral blood PLTs are a well

known starting material to obtain PG, a blood

component that can be used in several regenerative

treatments including chronic wound, skin and soft

tissue repair [21]. More recently, PG has been

considered also for breast cosmetic augmentation

and in anti-aging medicine [22]. Several methods for

PG preparation have been reported in the literature,

some based on commercially available kits and some

on local laboratory procedures. Important features of

the different methods are the activator (calcium

gluconate, autologous thrombin or batroxobin) and

centrifugation strategy. After PLT activation, some

of the numerous growth factors including PDGF,

TGF, FGF, VEGF and HGF are released by the

PLT granules and these factors are responsible for

the chemotactic and mitogenic properties that pro-

mote and modulate cellular functions involved in soft

and hard tissue healing and cell proliferation. Based

on these PLT properties, clinical studies have

reported improvements of wound healing after

treatment with peripheral blood PG and PLT

growth factors [8, 11].

In this study, our main interest was to determine if

PG from CB – a readily available, virtually virus free

platelet source – showed important differences in the

concentration of growth factors known to play a

stimulatory role in in vitro cell culture and in vivo

tissue repair, as compared to PG from adult periph-

eral blood.

Based on recent observations [23] and with the

goal to define a highly reproducible method inde-

pendent from concentrations of autologous activa-

tors, we decided to produce CB PG through the

addition of a standard reagent (Plateltex). Of note,

this system has been already shown to release a

significant amount of growth factors, in particular

bFGF and EGF [24, 25].

Herein we demonstrated that a PG with a viscosity

and thickness comparable with those obtained from

adult peripheral blood PLTs was obtained from all

processed CB units.

In view of regenerative medicine applications, the

efficacy of PG is mediated by the release of growth

factors that can act on tissue repair via paracrine

effects. Currently, it is still quite difficult to compare

the results produced by different groups regarding

the secretion of PLT growth factors, since different

methods have been used to induce their release. The

most frequently used method combines steps of

freezing at –80�C and thawing at 37�C of the PLT

concentrate samples that are manually performed

without any PLT activation. This process causes

platelet destruction and the subsequent release of

growth factors, but it is operator dependent and with

high variability due to the manual procedure. The

other method, used in this study, is based on

batroxobin and calcium Gluconate, which are

added to the GF concentrate to trigger GF release.

The latter approach has less variability and is more

standardizable than the previous one, thus it pro-

duces more reliable growth factor levels. Moreover, it

is known that batroxobin-induced PRP activation

releases PLT trophic factors more slowly than

other methods, supporting their longer in loco

activity [19]. Therefore, in view of future regenera-

tive medicine applications this different kinetic of

growth factors bioavailability could be appropriate to

treat different kinds of lesions or different kinds of

tissues when a prolonged release is necessary.

In addition, in order to provide valid results, we

used an innovative multiplex sandwich technology

and a classical ELISA assay. The first one has a

higher sensitivity if compared with other standard

colorimetric platforms and the second one is a

validated method used for in vitro diagnostic appli-

cations. The multiplex sandwich technology

was selected based on some recently published

articles [26] and it was used mainly because multi-

plex arrays offer opportunities to examine physiolog-

ically relevant panel(s) of cytokines or entire

‘‘classes’’ of cytokines in a time and cost-efficient

fashion.

Our results showed that CB PG is rich in growth

factors. In particular, we found high levels of VEGF

and PDGF-BB, substantial amounts of FGF, HGF

and TGFbeta1, and only minimal amounts of

PDGF-AB, as reported in Tables I and II.

Interestingly, we found a very high level of VEGF

in CB PG releasate as compared with the results

obtained using the same activator by Mazzucco et al.

[23] (1803.5� 788.5 pg/mL vs 250� 120 pg/mL,

respectively). In order to confirm this significant

difference of the VEGF content between adult

peripheral blood PG and CB PG, we also validated

these results using the ELISA assay used by

Mazzucco et al. (1645.3� 891.58 pg/mL in CB PG

releasate). These different levels of VEGF between

peripheral blood PG and CB PG could be explained

by extrapolating the properties of CB stem cells as

part of perivascular/endothelial compartment [27–

29] to CB PLTs. Several clinical/regenerative appli-

cations could benefit from this high amount of

VEGF released by CB–PG, including the treatments

of diabetic complications characterized by impaired

neovascularization. In fact, diminished production of

VEGF and decreased angiogenesis are thought to

contribute to impaired tissue repair in diabetic

patients. VEGF-treated wounds demonstrated
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increased epithelialization, increased matrix deposi-

tion and enhanced cellular proliferation [30, 31].

On the other side, we observed low levels of

TGFbeta1 in CB PG releasate as compared with the

peripheral blood counterpart where this growth

factor is highly expressed (6865.6� 2668.5 pg/mL

vs 11250� 6796). TGF-beta1 is a multifunctional

regulatory protein capable of inducing site-specific

healing responses by increasing collagen synthesis

and deposition. It is a very potent stimulator of

osteoblastic bone formation, causing chemotaxis,

proliferation and differentiation in committed oste-

oblasts [32, 33].

Therefore, on the basis of our results, we suggest

that CB PG could be used in an ABO compatible

setting for the treatment of a large number of medical

conditions including skin sores, necrotic vascular

and a-vascular lesions. In addition, due to the high

levels of angiogenic factors, CB PG could be more

prone to support endothelial applications than

peripheral blood PG in different clinical settings.

Conclusion

In conclusion, herein we demonstrate the feasibility

to obtain PG from CB. We believe that CB PG may

be an interesting and safe source of growth factors for

clinical applications, in particular in oral, maxillofa-

cial and periondontal surgery and in the treatment of

skin ulcers.
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